
    

Featured ice flash mob dancers 

 

Case study - 2 Heads - Playtech - The ICE Show 2016 - 2018 

Promotional brief 

2 Heads and Playtech required a team of 7 event support staff, 1 choreographer and 8 dancers for 

the ICE Gaming Show 2016, 2017 and 2018. Event staff were required to assist in the following event 

areas: Meeting rooms, hospitality and promotional zones. A choreographer was required to source 

optional tracks for client selection and tasked with organising dancer rehearsal and performance 

schedules 

 

Team responsibilities/duties 

Event staff were to manage the schedule of the private meeting room space, ensuring client staff 

operated to timetable. Catering orders were to be handled and rooms refreshed and neatened as 

required. The team assisted in the operation of a cloakroom service and stand giveaways were 

prepared, organised and distributed to visitors. Assistance was to be given to the on stand 

promotional areas, ensuring the stand was neat and welcoming at all times. Dancers were to create 

a flash mob experience surprising and entertaining guests throughout their performance. They were 

also involved in circulating giveaways to visitors 

 

Aim  

To ensure all visitors to the stand were given a warm welcome, that Playtech staff received 

organised prepared meeting rooms and that updates were given to the clients regarding catering 

requirements. The team were to fully support the client in all promotional areas 

 

Client feedback 

 “We required event staffing for a range of different types of roles for a stand at ICE – this being the 

first-time I have worked with Ice I was extremely impressed. Throughout the pre-site process our 

client continued to change their requirements, this meaning I was regularly in communication with 

Lisa, she even kept on top of all the requirements whilst on holiday. Whilst on site Lisa and her team 

supported with a range of jobs with no fuss at all from handing out DVD’S, working in the cloakroom 

to helping on the roulette tables, the whole team had smiling faces throughout. I would be happy to 

suggest Ice to other companies and friends working within the Exhibitions/Events industry”  

Mr James Duke – 2Heads Agency  

 


